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EXPERTconnect: Next Generation  
Customer Experience Platform
Drive revenue up. Drive costs down. Drive conversations forward.

EXPERTconnect by Humanify is a patented, cloud-based omnichannel platform that makes it easier for 
customers, companies, and employees to communicate with each other. To provide an exceptional customer 
experience, companies must be able to quickly provide customers with the information they require and use 
each interaction to gain a better understanding of their relationship with that customer. Humanify solves both 
of these challenges through EXPERTconnect, an integrated platform that delivers self service and intelligent 
conversation management across multiple communications devices, all in a scalable, easily implemented SaaS 
solution. EXPERTconnect allows consumers to use the channel of their choice to connect with companies 
(including voice, chat, SMS and self service), and switch between communication channels without having to 
repeat information. EXPERTconnect tracks the conversation flow as customers move between channels. 

EXPERTconnect helps your company by: 
• Providing a quickly scalable solution that is easy to deploy in your mobile apps and on your web site.

• Empowering customer interactions that stretch across multiple channels.

• Connecting customers to the right answer or resource — anytime — through intelligent routing, 
sophisticated answer engines, and personalized web and mobile interfaces. 

• Reducing costs and IT dependencies while improving the customer experience. 

• Allowing customers to retain information as they switch between channels. 

• Providing access to a patented, SaaS-based platform.

Strategic capabilities and services: 
EXPERTconnect Matching — A multi-modal matching engine powering our cloud-based, SIP-enabled 
platform facilitates communication by intelligently matching each customer to the right Expert. Regardless of 

how a customer chooses to engage (voice, chat, SMS, Twitter or Facebook), they will be matched to the Expert 
that best fits their immediate need. By analyzing customer data, Expert data and previous interactions, 

EXPERTconnect can determine the best Expert for the best fit. Insights are captured by analytics for 
continued learning and improvement to customer satisfaction. 

EXPERTconnect Mobile SDK and Web Component — Control the user’s experience of how, 
when and where they connect to an Expert. Standard APIs and templates present a personalized 

customer support interface that integrates with your website or company’s existing mobile app. 
Advanced device integration allows for multichannel communications, geolocation, media sharing and 

video. Our Business Rules Engine allows you to align customer service engagements to your company’s 
service philosophy.

EXPERTconnect Answer Engine — Offers an intelligent self-service solution that acts as a “virtual assistant” 
for your customers. The Answer Engine responds to natural-language questions and integrates with our 
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Business Rules Engine to seamlessly escalate to an Expert via chat or voice. Robust data is leveraged to help 
refine and improve your Knowledge Center while adapting to customer preference. 

EXPERTconnect Expert Desktop — The Expert Desktop presents the perfect balance between a simple 
and intuitive UI and a robust toolset for managing multiple, concurrent customer interactions, efficiently and 
effectively. Leverage the response library to quickly share knowledge and manage standards. Service and 
support resources can see the complete interaction and respond to the customer’s immediate needs, regardless 
of channel. EXPERTconnect Expert Agent Desktop offers dynamic operational reporting tools for tracking 
efficiency and quality.

EXPERTconnect Mobile Workforce App — Your mobile workforce is an underutilized support asset; our 
Mobile Expert addresses this opportunity with a mobile app for iOS and Android. Bring the right Expert into the 
customer interaction at the right time. Connect customers to field Experts, in-store sales Experts or corporate 
subject matter Experts to inbound or outbound customer engagements to leverage your workforces’ talent, 
knowledge and skills in new, creative ways. Liberate your resources from a desk with a tool that is deployable in 
minutes, not months. 

Key Differentiators: 
• Mobile customer support interfaces can integrate into your existing Android and iOS apps, providing 

customers with quick and easy access to knowledge bases and self-support navigation paths from an 
application they already know and use. 

• Multichannel platform enables communication channels concurrently (chat and voice). So your customer 
does not have to say all things out loud while in a public setting.

• Blends web and mobile support requests by delivering to a single group of Experts without separating 
the channels by segregating the Experts.

• Supports customer requests by Experts whether they are on the road, in a traditional support setting, 
working from home or in your retail establishment all at the same time.

• Stands up a client and starts customer conversations in days — not months — through easy configuration 
and customization of our SaaS platform. Eliminates heavy investments and dependency on your IT teams. 

• Associates have access to rich customer transaction history through a dashboard that gives a single view 
of all their channel activity. 

• Single integrated platform for self-service and live support enables call deflection and lowers  
total cost of ownership. 

• Reporting: EXPERTconnect provides detailed information about every type and every interaction with 
summary and detail data to help you manage every resource. 

• Experts can share content with a customer such as; installation videos, diagrams, documents or even 
geolocation information to get to the nearest retail establishment.


